Everyone is talking about podcasts. And we don’t want to ignore this trend either. We have had the idea of providing a podcast for our customers for a long time, but it was not until we redesigned our website that this project gained momentum.

With the various subject areas that we now make available to you on our website, we saw an opportunity to also put the articles published there to music.

Now you have the opportunity to consume the content there without having to read it. You can listen to our PODCAST by LOHMANN while driving to work or during a flight to a customer.
Right now, we offer it in German and English but other languages will certainly follow in the near future.

We are constantly working on this exciting new format. For the next year we already have planned some episodes which you can look forward to. So, stay tuned for what’s to come and subscribe to our **PODCAST by LOHMANN**.

You can find it at the following providers: